PROOF

IN CONJUNCTION WITH SIGNATURE 30,
OUR TEAM OF TALENTED ARTISTS AND DESIGNERS PROUDLY PRESENTS PROOF: A
PUBLICATION SOLELY AIMED AT SHOWCASING THE GIRTYY UNDERBELLY OF AN ARTIST'S
FINISHED PRODUCT, PROCESS WORK. FOR THE FIRST TIME AT RIT, 13 ARTISTS HAVE CONTRIBUTED WORK IN PROGRESS -
THAT WHICH IS TRADITIONALLY IGNORED. USING THESE MATERIALS, WE BRING TO YOU A GLIMPSE OF THE ARTIST'S WORKFLOW, A
COMPILATION OF THEIR INNERMOST IDEAS AND INSPIRATION.

CONTRIBUTING ARTISTS

1 BEN ESTHELMAN
2 MAIYA YANG
3 ELISABETH POLANCO
4 BOB CIVIL
5 SAYRE HARVELL
6 VICTORIA MILLER
7 CASSEY KUO
8 CAROLINA RAGO
9 HANNAH KANIN
10 TRISTAN CANNAAN
11 EMILY ROLLIN
12 MEGHAN BOILARD
13 EVAN ORTIZ

CREATED BY JESSEICA HERMAN, ANGELA FREEMAN, CAROLINA RAGO, MEGHAN BOILARD, SAYRE HARVELL, SPECIAL THANKS TO NANCY BERNARDO, MICHAEL RODRIGUEZ, COLLEGE OF IMAGING ARTS AND SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS...
Double meanings, really shy
thinking twists, economizing, strategizing
looking beyond the tired
not knowing, what’s what
and who’s who—only seeing because you can
never looking, true as

What do you do, and may I ask, how do you do it?

walking up... in a daze... hungover.
chemical decision
shared thoughts, words, moments
brain spills

was it the chemical induced rush?
waves of nausea
followed by rushes of memory from
the night previous

lost romances
connections, new connections
basic understanding of self, of one self, of the other self
looking beyond the physical:
understanding of the core, core principles.